RUN NUMBER 2201 FROM ROBINSON PARK ST LUCIA

The pack was assembled at Robinson Park opposite St Lucia Golf course in amongst
the bush awaited the GM’s call. Embryo had got there early and enlisted Virgin to
start the snag sizzle. This did it for most of the walkers who appeared reluctant to
move from the spot. Eventually the GM called time, rattled on about this being the
run after the 2200 run and welcomed the visitor or returned runner “Each Way” back.
Embryo at a young age of 86 (hope that is correct) explained the run typically no hills
with plenty of free beer and snags (providing they had not be snaffled up by the
walkers) on the return.
So off and on up past the Indooroopilly High School blazing a trail that sort of looked
familiar. The walkers set off at a great pace (for walking) Chardarse now tracking
behind Barebum, Layup and HandJob could not contain himself and shoved them out
of the way to lead. The pissed off bunch crossed the road and left him to talk
amongst himself. Vaso ambled past in a sort of trot attempting to fool all and sundry
that he was actually part of the running group. We are not that stupid.
Popeye and Dimprick had taken off earlier and must have got lost as Dimprick never
returned to the circle. Popeye had just returned from Straddie leaving his other half to
take the tent down and pack up all the gear. He was even so smart as to turn up late
on the arrival to Straddie again leaving it to the other half to erect all the gear. This is
one smart hashman.
Back to the run. It appears Catgut got lost and did his own run. The pack found the
majority of the marks which also contained a few loops that eventually found them
going through the golf course. Its impossible to run around here without encountering
hills much to the annoyance of Miles who is vying for winger of the year. Most of the
runners found the regroups typically T.Bell, EvanO, Craft, Scruff, Chips, Bugs, XXXX,

and the visitor. Lufty and Multiple must have found the shortcuts cause there was no
sign of any exertion from the pair. (Whats different you say?)
Back to the circle. Radar gave an update on the dangers of bike riding. He being the
experienced rider who knows how to gain benefit from falling off bikes. Kreepy
Crawley having the misfortune to somehow come adrift from his bike and is in an
induced coma. We all hope he gets well soon. Shitbags questioning if the workers
run was still on!!
NO Armenian advisor tonite so a replacement from Germany, Adolf von Layup
fronted up in full dress uniform of the waffen SS MIT gun. Miles had reached the
1300th milestone but due to the duckworth- lewis scoring system it was re rated to
998 runs as is the history of shorted runs by M O’toole.

Chardarse was iced for forgetting to take Mortein (he with the limp wrist) home
despite giving a guarantee that he would provide this service to the injured.
BUT the SOTW was a lay down mizzaire to KIMBIES for a request that Adolf von
layup loan him his Nazi uniform for the ANZAC ceremony. For this he was duly shot.

Back for more snags and beer that never ran out. Good one Embryo and may there
be many more
Marking of trail – Don’t know did not run
Entertainment - 10
Scribe: Royal Screw

